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Tehnical Gazette <technical.gazette@gmail.com> 22 Maret 2020 pukul 01.57
Kepada: marthen.paloboran@unm.ac.id

Dear Assistant Professor marthen paloboran,

The review process for following paper is finished.
Paper id: TV-20190625050135
Paper title: RASPBERRY-BASED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FUTURE HOUSE
Paper authors: Yunus Tjandi, Muhammad Yahya, Andi Muhammad Idkhan, Syarifuddin Kasim, Marthen Paloboran
Paper link: http://www.tehnicki-vjesnik.com/web/secure/articles/view/4720

You can find attached your paper and the Reviewer's finding. Please, make the necessary corrections and also
read the instructions very carefully and prepare your paper fully in accordance with our Instruction for Authors
(especially references!)(https://hrcak.srce.hr/upute/guide_authors_Tehnicki_vjesnik.pdf). After that you can resend
your manuscript using provided web link.

Best regards,

Tehnicki Vjesnik/Technical Gazette Editorial board.

MARTHEN PALOBORAN, ST, MT UNM <marthen.paloboran@unm.ac.id> 22 Maret 2020 pukul 06.04
Kepada: Tehnical Gazette <technical.gazette@gmail.com>

Dear Prof,

Does it mean that our article was accepted and will be published in your journal soon?

Best regards
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[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
--
Best Regards,

Marthen Paloboran
Automotive Engineering Department
Faculty of Engineering-Universitas Negeri Makassar
South Sulawesi - Indonesia 90242

MARTHEN PALOBORAN, ST, MT UNM <marthen.paloboran@unm.ac.id> 25 Maret 2020 pukul 02.32
Kepada: Tehnical Gazette <technical.gazette@gmail.com>

Dear Editor in Chief, 

I just submitted the revised article based on the recommendation of the reviewers.
I hope the final decision of the review process can be taken soon and my article can be published in your journal
soon.

Best  regards
Marthen PALOBORAN
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TV-TG Croatia <tehnvj@sfsb.hr> 25 Maret 2020 pukul 16.41
Kepada: "MARTHEN PALOBORAN, ST, MT UNM" <marthen.paloboran@unm.ac.id>

Dear Marthen PALOBORAN,

I have checked na the status of your paper (TV-20190625050135) is still FIX and old version is in the system? 
Please, fix your paper in accordance with reviewer's findings. After that you can resubmit your fixed paper instead of
the current one in the system and we will make the final decision after checking the final similarity.

Yours sincerely,
Editor
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

MARTHEN PALOBORAN, ST, MT UNM <marthen.paloboran@unm.ac.id> 25 Maret 2020 pukul 17.13
Kepada: TV-TG Croatia <tehnvj@sfsb.hr>

I just corrected the status on my account and submit the revision article ( (TV-20190625050135) that I have repaired
in accordance with the reviewer's recommendation. 
Hopefully, good news will be launched soon.

Best regards
Marthen PALOBORAN
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